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Roman Wine in Barbaricum. Preliminary Studies on Ancient Wine Recreation
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Abstract: Ancient Roman wine is found outside of the borders of the Roman world as a result of the Roman influence, trade and political relations. In our project, we decided to extensively research and recreate the ancient method of wine making in order to understand ancient viticulture and viniculture as it could have been if implemented outside of the borders. The objective was to recreate roman wine using ancient methods based on ancient texts (such as Columella, Pliny the Elder, Cicero, Cato the Elder, Galenus and Mago). The wine was made using modern grapes grown on lands considered by the Romans as barbaric (i.e., outside the Roman Limes), in modern Poland. The aim of the project—except for the wine making itself—was to measure the level of alcohol created through fermentation process. Ethanol levels in samples were obtained using gas chromatography (GC).
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1. Introduction

Grapes are among the oldest fruits in the world. Several dozens of species belonging to the Vitaceae family have been discovered and meticulously described. According to the most recent research, modern grapevines (Vitis vinifera sativa) originated from a wild grape of the Vitis vinifera subsp. sylvestris [1]. Wild grapevines used to occur in the Eurasian region which spread westwards from Central Asia to the Iberian Peninsula and southwards from the Crimea to Northern Africa in the warm periods of the Pleistocene and Holocene [2]. It is believed that domestication of wild grapes was due to the crossing of wild and domesticated strains [3]. Vitis vinifera has been used mainly for the production of wine and this alcoholic drink was an important part of the ancient Mediterranean diet. Grapes, along with olives and grain, formed what we know now as the ‘Mediterranean Triad’—three most nutritious and vital foods [4].

It is common knowledge that food products deposited in prehistoric times are not preserved in their original, nor even similar form. Archeologists and researchers of related sciences (such as archaeobotany, palynology or archaeozoology) derive information about the diet from found plant (pollen, grains, fruit stones) and animal remains (bones above all) as well as from bone isotope studies. Food residues accumulate also in the form of lipids and deposits on the inner walls of the vessels in which they were prepared or stored [5]. The same problem occurs when it comes to wine. Currently, the earliest trace of wine production is considered to have been found on a ceramic vessel, on which the residues of tartaric acid were identified. The vessel, dated to the end of the 6th millennium BC, was discovered in the Iranian site Hajji Firuz Tepe, north of the Zagros Mountains. It is possible that the ceramic container was filled with wine made from wild grapes [6]. Only one (and the oldest in Europe) finding of wine in liquid form (Figure 1) comes from the area of our interest, which is European Heritage 2019, 2, 0; doi:10.3390/heritage2010000 www.mdpi.com/journal/heritage
Barbaricum in the first centuries of the current era. It was found in Speyer, a town located on the Rhine in the state Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany. This wine, dating back to 325 AD, is preserved in a greenish-yellow, cylindrically shaped glass bottle with two dolphin-shaped handles and was retrieved from a tomb of a man and a woman of Roman origin [7].

![Speyer wine](https://www.speyer.de)

**Figure 1.** Speyer wine. Source: [https://www.speyer.de](https://www.speyer.de), accessed on 19 December 2018.

However, how do we know that the Barbarians, fond of drinking beer and mead, also imbibed wine? This is already mentioned by Publius Cornelius Tacitus—a Roman historian who wrote down (around 98 AD) the history of Germanic tribes outside the Roman borders in *De origine et situ Germanorum*, widely known as the *Germania*. In chapter XXIII Tacitus wrote:

‘For their drink, they draw a liquor from barley or other grain; and ferment the same so as to make it resemble wine. Nay, they who dwell upon the bank of the Rhine deal in wine’ (*Germania*, XXIII) [8].

We should note that this passage mentions only the tribes near the Rhine; however, it does not mean that the Germans who lived farther from the Limes did not know the taste of wine.

We know from other written sources that the Romans conquering the areas farther up north used to set up their own vineyards, therefore making wine transport from the southern parts of the Empire unnecessary. Vineyards were also established in Germania Superior which allowed growing vines, despite rather unfavorable conditions, unlike in Italy [9]. Hence, the barbarian tribes living at the Roman border and the Germans inhabiting the Roman provinces could have seen how to manage grapevines.

An important note is incorporated in the *Corpus Iuris Civilis*. It records the Emperor Flavius Iulius Valens’ prohibition of exporting wine, oil and other liquids outside of the territory of the Roman Empire issued at the end of the 4th century [10]. It shows us the possibility of a cross-border wine trade between the Romans and Barbarians, which means that at least some of the Germanic tribes could have imbibed wine.

Moreover, certain types of items from grave inventories of the Barbarians point to the consumption of wine in the Barbaricum. The context of such discoveries clearly indicates that it was a drink that only high-ranked members of society could afford [11]. It is noteworthy that wine could have been a kind of gift from the Romans to members of the Barbarian elite connected with the commanders or other important people from the Roman Empire. Sets of bronze dishes (such as jars, scoops and strainers) along with glass horns (often with bronze fittings) and silver cups for drinking, usually placed in the so-called princely graves confirm the wine consumption and indicate the area of its occurrence outside of the Empire. What is more, similar vessels occur in rich graves, located from the Rhine in the south to Scandinavia in the north (Figure 2). Sets of identical vessels imported from Rome to Barbaricum were used in the Empire for mixing with water, seasoning, straining, and drinking wine. Such vessels were also put into rich burials, but their function was not certain and has been widely discussed by modern scholars. It is assumed that they might have served various roles, e.g., a symbol...
of buried person’s social status or wealth. Many of them are visibly only imitating originals and have been crafted in unspecified workshops in Barbaricum. Some of them bear no traces of use, whereas others (especially sets of jugs and bowls) were used for different purposes both in Barbaricum and in Rome [11–13]. Their presence might not be related to wine—lack of confirmatory evidence suggests it is necessary to perform appropriate vessel analyses to trace any particles indicating types of drinks poured into them. Such investigation was conducted on a bronze situla from the Havor hoard found on Gotland dated to the first century AD [14].

![Figure 2. Maps showing range of occurrence of vessels for preparing and drinking wine on the example of princely graves. The first map shows burials from Lubieszewo phase (periods B1–B2 of Roman period), and the second—burials from Haßleben–Leuna–Zakrzów phase (periods B2/C1–C2). Source: M. Gebühr 1998, pp. 186–187 with additions made by A. Migała [15].](image)

Communities living in the area of contemporary Poland during the Roman period could have been making fruit wine from the fruits available to them. The fermentation process was certainly known to them, since they produced beer and mead [16]. The abovementioned analysis of the situla from Havor, yielded evidence that the vessel presumably originally contained a drink prepared from berries and from vegetable juice, e.g., from birch juice [14] which indicates even higher plausibility that Germans made some sort of wine from local fruits.

1.1. Archaeology of Roman wine

Archaeobotany explores plant residues from archaeological sites. Due to archaeobotanical research, we know which plants were used in human life in the past. Interpretation of botanical analyses depends on the context of the presence of remains, their number, state of preservation (carbonised, charred, uncharred etc.) and from which part of the plant they come from (seeds, shells, grains etc.). For instance, in ancient botanical material charred seeds can come from plants that were used for consumption. In addition to macrofossils, researchers examine microfossils namely pollen, phytoliths and silica skeletons from plants remaining after the death of the organism. Microfossils allow determining which plants used to grow near excavated sites. The remains or traces on the walls of the vessels are currently being investigated using molecular biology methods, e.g., DNA analyses [4].
Archaeobotanical research from archaeological excavation indicates that grapes were first domesticated by humans in the Near East in the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age. Although there are some hypotheses regarding an earlier domestication of *Vitis vinifera sylvestris* in the Stone Age, earliest convincing archaeological data supported by evidence of carbon dated charred grape pips from Levantine sites set the domestication time and the beginning of the earliest known viniculture between 9th and 6th millennium BC [3]. The oldest remains of wild vines were discovered in Nevali Çori in Turkey and date to 8400 BC. In continental Europe, the oldest remains were discovered in Greece and date to the Early Stone Age. Botanical remains discovered in France (south Languedoc) come from the Middle Stone Age whereas remains discovered in the Apennine Peninsula come from the Late Stone Age [3]. As for the cradle of winemaking—or the discovery of the power of a fermented grape juice—scholars tend to point to regions where uncultivated grapes would naturally occur in abundance allowing them to naturally ferment and produce an early wine-like product that attracted humans. Such conditions existed south of the Caucasus and in the Caspian regions, namely in current Armenia (and possibly Georgia) [17].

At the beginning, people used a wild form of *Vitis* for their needs: mainly to produce moderate amount of wine or as fresh fruits. Archaeobotanical research proves that both wild and cultivated species have been grown. Despite extensive interdisciplinary research projects, the dawn of viticulture is not entirely clear. The tillage of vines began in the 4th millenium BC and spread beyond areas of wild grapes around the middle of the 3rd millenium BC. In Europe, however, the proof of wild grape domestication was found in Greece and Crete, where such cultivation dates back to around 2000 BC [3].

1.2. Roman Viticulture and Viniculture

The roman Empire played an important role in distribution of grapes and wine. The oldest botanical remains on the Apennine Peninsula are dated to the second half of the 1st millennium BC. The Romans learned about wine and viticulture from the Greeks, Etruscans, and also from Egyptians and Carthaginians as well as Phoenicians. From the kingdom period through the Early Republic there is little to no evidence providing support for the hypothesis of the Romans being an active winemaking state from the very beginning. On the contrary, Roman viticulture seems to have originated from just a branch of horticulture, gradually becoming one of the most important foundations of Republican and Imperial agriculture and thus economy. Being focused merely on the conquest of neighbor states, tribes, and further in subordination of the whole Apennine Peninsula, Romans relied mainly on Greek wine with their own viticulture (as well as viniculture) not being a matter of their primary interest [18]. Only having conquered the Peninsula, Rome grew significantly from a city-state to a local hegemon to the most powerful state in the Mediterranean. Along and through such political and military surge, its economy thrived. In the 2nd century BC, when most of Rome’s vital powers were focused on growth and expansion, wine was already one of the foundations of the economy. The 2nd century BC marks a milestone in the history of Roman wine and viticulture: as of this time, the viticulture was supporting the development of viniculture which began with the Romans being fond of wine made by the Greeks or Etruscans, then gradually learning from them, and eventually surpassing them by building a wine industry that left an imprint everywhere the Romans went.

Through expansion of the Roman Empire, grapes reached the farthest Roman provinces and then expanded beyond the Limes [3]. An example of such a province was Pannonia (contemporary west Hungary, east Austria, north Croatia, Slovenia and north-west Serbia [19]). Plants like plums, peaches and grapes were brought along with Roman settlers. The abundance of plants favored by the Romans suggests intense horticulture and viticulture which played an important role in this region. In 92 AD, emperor Domitian issued an edict ordering destruction of vineyards beyond Italy. It was supposed to curb diseases destroying grape bushes. As strict as it was, it did not end Roman viticulture in provinces. After the fall of the Roman Empire grapes and other fruits were still farmed. In Europe, along with the expansion of Christianity, wine drinking culture spread again [3,20].
In Europe, north of the Limes, archaeological remains of cultivated grapes come from e.g., Slovakia [21] and Germany [22]. In Poland, remains of grapes dating back to Roman Period (or earlier) have not been found yet. The oldest traces of wild or domesticated grapes come from the Early Middle Ages from Cracow [21]. It may be due to the fact that the people living in today’s Poland either may have not produced wine and their knowledge regarding wine was a result of trade relations, or remains of Vitis did not survive in archaeological sites. Perhaps further research will verify this hypothesis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Roman Wine Literature

Roman viticulture grew from a Carthaginian treaty written by Mago and copied per Senate’s request after the second Punic war. Interestingly, the same Marcus Porcius Cato the Elder who reportedly insisted on the destruction of Carthage, was also the one who wrote an agricultural treatise including passages on winemaking, especially numerous recipes regarding wine and changes to its quality, taste or clarity [23]. Roman agriculturers and winemakers drew from Mago’s work that sets the foundation for what we know today as typical Roman viticulture. Current knowledge on ancient Roman viticulture and viniculture is based on archaeological, epigraphical, and archaeobotanical data along with ancient literary sources. Cato’s treatise has often been transmitted along with a newer work on agriculture by Marcus Terentius Varro: De Re Rustica—a technical treatise intended as practical manual on farming for his wife. Book one contained precise instructions regarding planting, cultivation, harvesting, storage, and use of grapes as well as crops and olives [24]. Although the agricultural manual written by Mago in Punic has now been lost for centuries, parts of its Latin translation provided by Decimus Iunius Silanus [25] are still known today. Lucius Iunius Moderatus Columella in his agricultural handbook De Re Rustica drew from the body of knowledge offered by the works of his predecessors, and enhanced it by adding his knowledge based on the newest techniques used in then Roman agriculture, horticulture, and husbandry [26–28]. He occasionally made references to Cato and Varro, his own work being used the same way later by Gaius Plinius Secundus i.e., Pliny the Elder. Pliny’s Naturalis Historia is the latest of the most valuable agricultural treatises and manuals containing chapters and books on wine itself, grape farming, winemaking, and viniculture [25]. It is a monumental work about nature and natural world, and one of the largest single works surviving from Roman times, bearing some characteristics of an encyclopedia and later becoming an example of such work. Although pieces of Roman literature on agriculture have been preserved in much greater variety than abovementioned works, those four treatises form the most important body of sources on ancient Roman wine, viticulture, and viniculture [29].

2.2. The Experiment

The aim of the project was reconstruction of the wine making process in the Roman period. Following the recipes and manuals regarding wine and the improvement of its quality or taste included in ancient texts mentioned in Section 2.1, it was decided to produce condimented wine. Grapes used to make the wine were bought in a local shop. After the separation of petioles from the fruit, 7 kg of preprocessed fruit was obtained. Then, gently rinsed grapes were put into a stoneware vessel, which quality resembles properties of the vessels used for winemaking in the Roman period. Afterwards, fruits were crushed and the juice from the first pressing was obtained. It was the most desired and expensive juice used to produce the highest quality wine. Finally 3 L of liquid was produced from 7 kg of fruit after removing pits and skins from the juice. The liquid was left for fermentation at a constant temperature of 20 °C. The opening of the tank was covered with natural fabric to allow release of carbon dioxide and to protect fermenting liquid from any dust, dirt, pollution, and insects. Spontaneous fermentation began after 5 days. It was indicated by the appearance of white foam on the surface of the liquid. Once in a while, the juice was mixed with oak branches. After 9 days, counting from the beginning of fermentation, spices such as: black pepper (5 g), cinnamon (10 g), cardamom
(5 g), and multiflorous honey (700 g) were added and mixed with the liquid using an oak branch. After another 4 days, the liquid was filtered through a natural linen textile. During the organoleptic validation performed by 10 volunteers, the taste was generally described to be very sweet and spicy, much like a lighter version of mulled wine. The liquid was not clear, however it did not affect its taste. The wine diluted with tap water had a more pleasant taste than the original, undiluted tasting sample.

After tasting, the wine was divided into two parts and poured into glass bottles. Both bottles were then left for one month in order to observe any changes in preservation at different storing conditions. Sample 1 was stored at room temperature (20 to 22 °C) whereas Sample 2 was stored in a refrigerator at a constant temperature of 6 °C (Figure 3).

![Image of wine bottles and glasses](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Wine samples before analysis. Left: Sample 2 (stored at 6 °C); right: Sample 1 (stored at room temperature).

There are plenty of volatile compounds present in wine. Some of them are responsible for its taste and aroma [30]. The most interesting among them is ethanol. This compound has a strong influence on the taste of a product and it significantly affects human behavior. The simplest way to check alcohol content in standard wine is to measure its relative density using a hydrometer. Unfortunately, it is hard to identify all of the volatile compounds present in produced wines. Moreover, their influence on the density of analyzed samples is unknown. To eliminate such aberrations, a gas chromatograph (GC) was used for the measurement. In this device, samples are vaporized and separated on a stationary phase located in the chromatographic column. Separation is possible due to difference in molecular weight of compounds (bigger molecules migrate slower through the column). The first step of the analysis was to prepare reference samples with known alcohol content. Using reference solutions, standard curve was achieved along with correlation between alcohol content and peak integration. Finally, using knowledge of retention time of ethanol and the standard curve obtained in the previous step of the analysis, it was possible to measure the alcohol content in the wine. The results were as follows: 13.1% of alcohol by volume in Sample 1 and 11.8% of alcohol by volume in Sample 2.

3. Results

Produced wine was turbid but represented proper organoleptic characteristics. The taste was very intense, sweet, and spicy, so it was necessary to dilute the wine before consumption. Gas chromatography yielded the following results regarding alcohol content in analyzed samples: 11.8% alcohol by volume in Sample 2 (stored at 6 °C) and 13.1% alcohol by volume in Sample 1 (stored at room temperature of 20–22 °C). The alcohol content is similar to that of wines commercially available in Poland. Such results suggest that honey added as a flavor delivered additional sugar for fermentation. Wine stored at room temperature (Sample 1) had a higher alcohol content due to storage conditions.
optimal for yeast activity, whereas lower storing temperature for Sample 2 turned out suboptimal for fermentation, effectively slowing down the process which resulted in lower alcohol content. Another interesting observation is that wine stored at a lower temperature was more turbid than the sample stored at room temperature.

Those preliminary results are simply a harbinger of a more complex further study. The ongoing project will include advanced analyses of different types of ancient Roman wine currently being produced from various types of grapes.

4. Conclusions

Our experiment proves it possible to produce wine using the ancient Roman method and contemporary grapes grown on former barbaric lands. Strong, sweet, and spicy taste differs from the taste of wines known to today’s customers and wine fiends. Different taste might have also been caused by the presence of wild strains of yeast prevalent in ancient wines—contrary to pure cultures used currently in the wine industry. Honey added to the wine delivered sugars that were fermented by yeast, remained after standard fermentation, and therefore allowed for a higher alcohol level and more complex aroma. This issue, however, requires more thorough further investigation.

Considering the number of findings suggesting ancient wine presence far beyond the Roman Limes, e.g., various types of vessels that were used to drink, sift, and dilute wine found in princely graves from the Roman Period, there is still a lot to discover regarding its presence and role on barbaric land. Numerous archaeobotanical remains of fruit stones as well as traces of fermented products reveal more information about the Barbarians and their viniculture when put under thorough investigation using modern analytical techniques. Again, it is worth mentioning that lack of plant remains should not discourage researchers from further investigations.
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